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How To... Create New Web Forms

1.

Business Scenario

With the Web Page Composer, you use Web forms to enter content for web pages. If you want to use
your own Web forms and they are structured differently to the Web forms delivered by SAP, you must
work through some configuration steps. With the new Web Form a new type of Web Content will be
created.
In this How-To Guide we want to explain how to create new Web forms for Web Page Composer. In
order to do so we use the Web form called “Mini Article” as an example.
At the end of this How to Guide you will get a step by step description for the translation of labels for
the new Web Form.

2.

Prerequisites

Before you go on, please ensure that the following prerequisites are fulfilled:
•

SAP NetWeaver 7.0 SPS 14 Usage Type EP

•

WPC Add on (SAP Note 1080110: “Installing the Web Page Composer (SP13/SP14)”)

•

You own the Content Adminstrator Role and the System Administrator Role

•

You own the WPC Editor Role (Required only for testing)

•

You have installed SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio
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3.

Step-by-Step Description

Work through the following steps to be able to use new Web forms:
...

1. Create XML and XSL files
2. Work through the configuration steps for new Web forms
3. Restart the portal

3.1 Create the necessary XML- and XSL-Files
3.1.1

Define Web form

Create an XML file and name it “wpc_mini_article.xml” (the attached zip-file contains this file as
example). The XML definition contains information about the document schema.
In our example XML file “wpc_mini_article.xml” we use the following description:
<!-- documenttype element -->
<documenttype id="wpc_mini_article" description="mini_article" showpreview="true"
showelementlist="true">

<!-- properties section -->
<properties>
<property id="name" description="xml.xlbl.name" type="inputfield" size="25"
isrequired="true" isfilename="true" />
<property id="createdBy" description="xml.xlbl.created_by" type="peoplepicker"
size="25" isrequired="true"/>
<property id="includeInRSS" description="xml.xckl.include_in_rss"
type="checkbox" defaultvalue="false" property="wpc_wcm_rss"/>
<property id="displayNewIcon" description="xml.xckl.display_new_icon"
type="checkbox" defaultvalue="false" property="wpc_wcm_new"/>
</properties>

<!-- elements section -->
<elements>
<element id="title" description="xml.xlbl.name" type="inputfield"
default="true" singleinstance="true" size="75" maxlength="75" nodelete="true"/>
<element id="image" description="xml.xlbl.image" type="imageselect"
default="true" singleinstance="true"/>
<element id="abstract" description="xml.xlbl.abstract" type="htmledit" size="5"
default="true" singleinstance="true" nodelete="true"/>
<element id="heading1" description="xml.xlbl.heading1" type="inputfield"
size="50" default="true" />
<element id="paragraph" description="xml.xlbl.paragraph" type="htmledit"
default="true" />
<element id="relatedLinks" description="xml.xlbl.related_links" type="wpclink"
hastitle="true" />
</elements>
</documenttype>
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Explanatory notes:
...

1. The <documenttype> Element:
The <documenttype> element is the root element. The attributes of this element define the
general settings for the editor when editing documents of this type.
The <documenttype> element must contain exactly one <properties> element and exactly
one <elements> element.
Available attributes of the <documenttype> Element:

In our example we define the attributes showpreview and showelementlist as follows:
•

showpreview="true"

•

showelementlist="true"

We do so in order to be enabled to use the preview function and to be able to insert additional
elements into the new document of the type “Mini Article” when editing it in the portal:
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2. The <properties> Section:
The <properties> section must contain one or more <property> elements. These
elements define the document properties.
Available attributes of the <property> Element:
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In our example we define the properties name, created by, include in RSS and display
new icon that are visible in the Properties section of the Web Form. The asterix right from the
property “Name” and “Created By” indicates that it is a mandatory attribute (isrequired=true):
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3. The <elements> Section:
The <elements> section of the document type must contain one or more <element>
elements. These elements define the content of the editor.
Available attributes of the <element> Element:
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In our example we define the elements title, image, abstract, heading1, and
paragraph.
•

The abstract, heading1, and paragraph can be added as additional elements
(no entry for: singleinstance="true").

•

The title and abstract can´t be deleted from the Web form
(nodelete="true").

•

The abstract and paragraph elements do use an html-editor
(type="htmledit").

If you want to get more information about available elements that can be used in your web form
please take a look into chapter 6.

3.1.2

Define Presentation of the Web form

Create an XSL file and name it “wpc_mini_article.xsl” (the attached zip-file contains this file as
example).
In our example XSL file “wpc_mini_article.xsl” we use the following description:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE stylesheet>
<!ENTITY apos "&#39;" ><!-- replace &apos; with html escape character for ' -->
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:wpc="com.sap.nw.wpc.km.service.linkmanager.XsltHelper">
<xsl:output method="html"/>
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<xsl:template match="/">
<div class="featurebox clearfixleft">
<xsl:if test="starts-with(document/elements/element[@type='image'],'/')">
<img class="featureimage">
<xsl:attribute name="src"><xsl:value-of disable-output-escaping="yes"
select="wpc:getMimeLink(string(document/elements/element[@type='image']))"/>
</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:if test="stringlength(document/elements/element[@type='image']/@width)!=0">
<xsl:attribute name="width"><xsl:value-of disable-output-escaping="yes"
select="document/elements/element[@type='image']/@width"/></xsl:attribute>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="stringlength(document/elements/element[@type='image']/@height)!=0">
<xsl:attribute name="height"><xsl:value-of disable-output-escaping="yes"
select="document/elements/element[@type='image']/@height"/></xsl:attribute>
</xsl:if>
</img>
</xsl:if>
<h2 >
<a>
<xsl:value-of disable-output-escaping="yes"
select="document/elements/element[@type='title']" />
</a>
<xsl:if
test="document/properties/property[@type='displayNewIcon']/@value='true'">
<span class="new" valign="top"><xsl:value-of disable-outputescaping="yes" select="wpc:getString('xsl.xmsg.new',
string(document/@locale))"/></span>
</xsl:if>
</h2>
<br/>
<div id="teaser_zoom">
<xsl:value-of disable-output-escaping="yes"
select="document/elements/element[@type='abstract']" />
</div>
<xsl:for-each select="document/elements/element">
<xsl:if test="@type='heading1'">
<h2>
<xsl:value-of disable-output-escaping="yes" select="current()" />
</h2>
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</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="@type='paragraph'">
<p><xsl:value-of disable-output-escaping="yes" select="current()"
/></p>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="@type='relatedLinks'">
<div>See also: <a>
<xsl:attribute name="href">
<xsl:value-of disable-output-escaping="yes"
select="wpc:getAccessLink(string(@rid), string(/document/@locale))"/>
</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:value-of disable-output-escaping="yes" select="@title"/>
</a></div>
</xsl:if>
</xsl:for-each>
</div>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

3.1.3

Upload Files to the etc Repository

In the portal navigate to Content administration → KM Content → etc → wpceditor.
Store the XML file in the folder called types.
...

1. Click on the folder called types to open it.
2. In the menu bar choose Folder → New → Upload.

3. Make sure “wpc_mini_article.xml” is entered as filename and then choose Upload.
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4. Store the XSL file in the folder called styles.
a. Click on the folder called styles to open it.
b. In the menu bar choose Folder → New → Upload.
c. Make sure “wpc_mini_article.xsl” is entered as filename and then choose Upload.

Note
Alternatively you can use SAP NetWeaver Portal Drive to upload the files to their specific
repository.

3.2 Working Through Configuration Steps for New Web
Forms
Use
You must work through several configuration steps in the Knowledge Management configuration to be
able to use new Web forms with the Web Page Composer.
To get the correct label name for the new web content form, for the commands etc. you have to
specify our own resource bundles, this will be described in chapter 4. In the following example we will
complete the configuration steps without any language bundle file reference. Therefore some of the
commands and labels show the technical name.

The following configuration steps are necessary:
...

1. Create a KM Resource Type
2. Create a Web Resource Type and assign the KM Resource Type to it
3. Extending the Configuration of Existing Web Resource Types and Containers
4. Referencing the XSL File in the Stylesheet Object
5. Creating a Stylesheet Group
6. Referencing the XML File in the Document Type
7. Restart the portal
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Procedure
3.2.1

Creating a KM Resource Type

For the new Web Form you have to create a resource type in KM:
...

1. In the portal, choose System Administration → System Configuration → Knowledge
Management → Content Management → Global Services → Resource Types → Resource
Types.
Create a separate resource type for the Web form. Enter values for the Name and Resource
Type ID parameters. To keep it simple, we recommend entering the same information in both
parameters.

CAUTION
Always use the prefix wpc_ for these values (see below).

Name:

wpc_miniarticle

Resource Type ID:

wpc_miniarticle

2. Activate the Reserved for Application parameter, so that the resource type can only be
used for Web Page Composer purposes.
3. Leave the Bundle File and Key for Description field empty. Chapter 5 [page 20] will explain how
to configure your custom bundle files.
4. Enter "WPC Miniarticle" in the short description.
5. To save the new resource type, choose OK.

3.2.2

Creating a Web Resource Type

To assign the resource type, you require a separate Web resource type in the configuration of the
Web Page Composer.
...

1. In the KM configuration, choose Web Page Composer → Web Content Types → Web Resource
Type.
2. To create the Web resource type for the page with predefined values, search for the
wpc_webarticle instance, select it and choose Duplicate.
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Make sure that the following values are entered in the following parameters:
Parameter

Value

Name

Change the name. To keep it simple, we recommend using the name
of the resource type used in the previous step.
Name:

wpc_miniarticle

Generates UI Command

Yes -> This option came with SP14 NW07. If this is activated the UI
commands for creating and editing Web Forms are generated
automatically

Published

No

Requires Framework

No

Allowed child types

No selection here

Allowed Parent Types

wpc_content_folder, wpc_page

Allowed Repositories

No selection here so that the new Web form can be created in all
repositories.

Allowed Layouts

default

Default Layout

editorcontainer

Allowed RIDs

/wpccontent/Cross-Site Content/**,**/Site Content/**

You do not need to enter values for any other parameters.
3. To save the new web resource type, choose OK.
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3.2.3

Extending the Configuration of Existing Web Resource
Types and Containers
CAUTION
Be aware that with the following configuration changes of the wpc_page Web Resource
Type and in the container definition of the suggested containers we are changing
configuration data from SAP. This configuration data might be overwritten from SAP
during a software update. To prevent that the configuration data is overwritten you can
use your own Web Forms (Web Resource Types) for page layouts that you created
yourself. If necessary, create copies of the page layouts (and related configuration)
delivered by SAP.

3.2.3.1 Extend the Web Resource Type of Web Pages
...

1. In the KM configuration, open the list of Web resource types. Choose Web Page Composer →
Web Resource Types → Web Resource Types.
2. Search for the wpc_page instance and open it for editing.
3. Enter the Web resource type that belongs to the Web form in the Allowed Child Types
parameter of wpc_page (see following screenshot).

4. To save changes, choose OK.
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3.2.3.2 Extend the Main page
...

1. In the KM configuration, open the Main WPC Page. Choose Web Page composer → Main Page
→ Main WPC Page.
2. Open the Main WPC Page for Editing and enter the resource type that belongs to the Web form
in the Allowed Child Types parameter (see following screenshot).

3. To save changes, choose OK.

3.2.3.3 Extend the Web Resource Type of Containers
You must enter the corresponding resource type in the configuration of the containers that are
assigned to the corresponding page areas so that you can use the new Web form in the page areas
(containers) of the selected page layouts.
...

1. In the KM configuration, choose Web Page Composer → Containers → Containers.
2. Enter the Web resource type that belongs to the new Web form in the Allowed Web Content
Types parameter and choose OK to save changes.
In our example we assign the new Web form to the following page areas (containers):
•

wpc_container_def_cell_A1

•

wpc_container_def_cell_A2

•

wpc_container_def_cell_A3

By now you should have this view:
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3.2.4

Referencing the XSL File in the Stylesheet Object

The XSL file that you have created must be referenced in the KM configuration.
...

1. In the KM configuration, choose Web Page Composer → Editor → Stylesheets → StyleSheets
→ Document Styles.
2. Choose New to create a new stylesheet object. Name it “wpc_miniarticle”.
3. Specify the XSL Location.
XSL Location:

/etc/wpceditor/styles/wpc_mini_article.xsl

Bundle File:

keep the default -> once the language bundle is defined this will
be replaced

Key for Description:

leave empty -> once the language bundle is defined this will be
replaced

4. To save the new stylesheet object, choose OK.

3.2.5

Creating a Stylesheet Group

For technical reasons, the stylesheet object must be entered in a stylesheet group.
...

1. In the KM configuration, choose Web Page Composer → Editor → Stylesheets → StyleSheet
groups → Document Styles Groups.
2. Choose New to create a new stylesheet group and choose the stylesheet object that you have
just created.
3. Specify the other parameters.
Name:

miniarticle

Styles:

wpc_miniarticle

Description:

Style Group for Mini Article

4. To save the new stylsheet group, choose OK.
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3.2.6

Referencing the XML File in the Document Type

In addition to the XSL file, you must also reference the XML file that describes the new Web form in
the KM configuration. Create a new document type for the Web form and specify the path to the XML
file.
...

1. In the KM configuration, choose Web Page Composer → Editor → Document Types →
Document Types.
2. Choose New to create a new document type.
3. Specify the other parameters.
Name:

wpc_miniarticle

Default style:

wpc_miniarticle

Resource Type:

wpc_miniarticle

Style Group:

miniarticle

Bundle File:

keep the default -> once the language bundle is defined this will
be replaced

Key for Description:

keep the default -> once the language bundle is defined this will
be replaced

XML Location:

/etc/wpceditor/types/wpc_mini_article.xml

4. To save the new document type, choose OK.

3.2.7

Restart the Portal
Note
It is essential to restart the portal. Otherwise changes will not take effect.
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4.

Result

After you have completed all steps, owners of the WPC Editor Role can use your new Web form to
create web content. This web content can be used within Web Page Composer to build web pages.
A new command is available for the creation of web content with the new Web form.

The Web form in our example should look like the following with an empty entry for Preview:
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If you open the page editor the new Web Form is allowed in three of the containers:
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5.

Changing and Translating Labels for Web
Content

For all the new configuration objects that are required for creating and using a new Web Form you can
specify bundle files that contain keys and labels for translation purposes.

5.1 Creating a bundle file project
In order to be able to implement your own bundle files for the WPC configuration, you must create a
project in the SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio. You can take the example project that is added to
the following note: 817876.
As second option you can import the Resource Bundle project in the attached zip-file.

5.1.1

Import the bundle file project

Follow the explanations in documentation about importing an Example Project into SAP NetWeaver
Developer Studio. Additional information can be found in the referenced note 817876 that contains the
example project. You can take the NW04 zip file also for the NW7.0 portal.
The Resource Bundle project in the attached zip-file contains the project with the final configuration.
The import of the project is identical to the described example in the note 817876.

5.1.2

Maintain the property files

After importing successfully the example project (from note 817876) you should see the following path
(the property files are named MyBundle.properties etc.):

Navigate to → src.api → com → customer → km → resource → bundle and rename the three files to
WPC_de.properties, WPC_en.properties and WPC.properties.
In each of these property files you have to maintain a key/label pair for all configurables/labels for
which you need a language specific translation or for which you need a displayname instead of a
technical ID. In each language bundle (e.g.,en stands for the English version) you maintain the value
texts in the corresponding language. If you need an additional language specific bundle file like
Spanish for instance, you have to create the corresponding property file with the language suffix (for
Spanish, it is es).
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5.1.2.1 WPC.property file
Let’s start with the WPC.property file. This is the bundle file that covers the default language which is
English in our example. You have now to check what labels need to be maintained in the file.
In the screenshots in the Results chapter you can see that there are different area’s for which a bundle
file specification is needed:
•

The two commands for the new Web forms (new/edit)

•

The labels of the Web Form

•

Displaying the label of new Web Form in the container description

...

1. These are the keys needed to be configured:
xmlb_miniarticle=Mini article
This key will be used for displaying the label of the new Web form commands and for displaying
the label of the new Web form in the container description.
cod.xtit.wpc_miniarticle=Mini article
This is the key for the name of the Web form in the editor:
cod.xlbl.wpc_miniarticle=Mini article
This is the key for the name of the Web form in the Preview listing.
2. If you plan to use your own keys for elements or properties in the xml file you’ll need to maintain
the key/label pairs additionally in your bundle property file.
From SP14 on you can reuse the keys for elements or properties from SAP without the need of
referencing them in your bundle file. The system checks if a bundle file for the keys is available
and uses it.
In our example the element for “image” is displayed as Image:

We want to rename it as Picture. To achieve this you need to maintain the following entry:
xml.xlbl.image=Picture
3. Finally the property file should contain the following entries:
xmlb_miniarticle=Mini article
cod.xtit.wpc_miniarticle=Mini article
cod.xlbl.wpc_miniarticle=Mini article
xml.xlbl.image=Picture

5.1.2.2 WPC_en.property file
You can copy the content of the WPC.property file into the WPC_en.property file as both are using
English as language.
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5.1.2.3

WPC_de.property file

Copy the content of the WPC.property file into the WPC_de.property file and translate the labels into
German. You should have the following entries:
xmlb_miniarticle=Mini Artikel
cod.xtit.wpc_miniarticle=Mini Artikel
cod.xlbl.wpc_miniarticle=Mini Artikel
xml.xlbl.image=Bild

5.1.3

Generate the par-file and upload it to the portal

Once your bundles are maintained, right-click the root-folder of your project and select "export". Select
"PAR File" Select the project you want to export. You can either deploy this par-file directly or have it
saved on your computer and deploy it manually.
Follow the explanation of the documentation if you want to deploy the par-file manually.

5.1.4

Reference the bundle files into the KM configurables

In the configuration of the following configuration objects, enter the name of the bundle file and specify
the keys.
...

1. In the portal navigate to System Administration → System Configuration → Knowledge
Management → Content Management → Content Management → Global Services → Resource
Types → Resource Types and filter for the newly created Resource Type “wpc_miniarticle”
Open the “wpc_miniarticle” for Editing and add the following configuration:
Bundle File: com.customer.km.resource.bundle.WPC
Key for description: xmlb_miniarticle
2. In the portal navigate to System Administration → System Configuration → Knowledge
Management → Content Management → Content Management → Web Page Composer →
Editor → Document Types → Document Types and filter for the newly created Document Type
“wpc_miniarticle”
Open the “wpc_miniarticle” for Editing and add the following configuration:
Bundle File: com.customer.km.resource.bundle.WPC
Key for description: cod.xtit.wpc_miniarticle
3. In the portal navigate to System Administration → System Configuration → Knowledge
Management → Content Management → Content Management → Web Page Composer →
Editor → Stylesheet → Stylesheets and filter for the newly created Document Style
"wpc_miniarticle"
Open the "wpc_miniarticle" for Editing and add the following configuration:
Bundle File: com.customer.km.resource.bundle.WPC
Key for description: cod.xlbl.wpc_miniarticle
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5.1.5

Restart the portal
Note
It is essential to restart the portal. Otherwise the complete changes will not take effect.

5.2

Result

After you have completed all steps, owners of the WPC Editor Role can use your new Web form to
create web content. This web content can be used within Web Page Composer to build web pages.
The commands for the creation and editing of web content with the new Web form are changed
(language specific):

The Web form in our example should look like the following with a filled Preview Selection field and
with a changed Image text:
•

English Version
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•

German Version

In the page editor the container description should look like:
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6.

Available element types

The following table contains all Element IDs. You need to enter these Element Ids in the XML file in
order to use the elements in your own Web Forms:

Name

Element ID

Check box component component

checkbox

HTML edit component

htmledit

HTML edit component

htmleditadvanced

Image Select component

imageselect

Input field component

inputfield

Language select input field component

languageselect

People Picker Component

peoplepicker

Region select input field component

regionselect

Text edit component

textedit

Link component

wpclink

Check box component component
Users can check or uncheck the check box.

HTML edit component
Users can edit text and use basic formating features. The editor allows to copy & paste html from other
html pages.
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Advanced HTML edit component
Users can edit text, create tables and use advanced formating features. The Advanced Editor offers
the same capabilities as the HTML Editor used in Knowledge Management (KM).

Image Select component
Users can browse for images stored in Knowledge Management (KM). They can change the size of
the image.

The following image shows the Image Select Component after the selection of the image.
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Input field component
Users can enter text in the single line Input field. The Text Edit Component offers a multi line text input
field.

Language select input field component
This is a read only field that shows the current language.

People Picker Component
Users can select a user from the User Management. The user selection dialog is the same as used in
Knowledge Management and in Collaboration.

Region select input field component
This is a read only field that shows the current language.

Text edit component
Users can edit text in this multi line text input field.
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Link component
Users can enter a name for a link and browse for a Knowledge Management document. The Link will
be shown as hyperlink of the link title.
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